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Abstract

Social media, originally meant for peaceful
communication, now faces issues with hate
speech. Detecting hate speech from social me-
dia in Indian languages with linguistic diver-
sity and cultural nuances presents a complex
and challenging task. Furthermore, traditional
methods involve sharing of users’ sensitive data
with a server for model training making it un-
desirable and involving potential risk to their
privacy remained under-studied. In this paper,
we combined various low-resource language
datasets and propose MultiFED, a federated ap-
proach that performs effectively to detect hate
speech. MultiFED utilizes continuous adapta-
tion and fine-tuning to aid generalization using
subsets of multilingual data overcoming the
limitations of data scarcity. Extensive experi-
ments are conducted on 13 Indic datasets across
five different pre-trained models. The results
show that MultiFED outperforms the state-of-
the-art baselines by 8% (approx.) in terms of
Accuracy and by 12% (approx.) in terms of
F-Score.

1 Introduction

In the age of social computing utilizing social
media as a communication tool motivated by
anonymity and ease has grown significantly in
size and significance (Kar and Debbarma, 2023).
Microblogs provide instantaneous worldwide idea
sharing, information acquisition, company promo-
tion, etc. This encourages free speech and makes
the world more connected. Unfortunately, it has
also led to an increase in abusive interactions, such
as cyberbullying, profanity, hate speech, etc., di-
rected at specific people and groups (Wachs et al.,
2022). In addition to detracting from important
conversations, the increasing amount of inappropri-
ate information on the internet has the potential to
instigate aggressiveness, which can lead to violent
real-world situations(Arango et al., 2022; Mathew
et al., 2019). Social media platforms are forced

to carefully monitor user postings and actions in
order to halt the spread of hate speech (Chatterjee
et al., 2023). Therefore, there exists a pressing ne-
cessity to establish effective automated frameworks
for identifying hate speech, ensuring a proactive
approach to its mitigation.

The majority of existing work in hate speech
detection is based on European languages or lan-
guages with a wider international user base (Nozza
et al., 2022; Demus et al., 2022; Battistelli et al.,
2020). Whereas only a limited amount of work is
done on other languages due to limited resources
and linguistic nuances. Specifically, in India, we
have 22 official languages and people like to com-
municate in their regional languages (Kalra and
Dutt, 2020). This makes social media interac-
tions lack formal structure and frequently involve
grammatical errors, emoticons, spelling issues, etc.
Moreover, the mixing of one or more languages
that can even be code-mixed makes hate speech de-
tection extremely challenging (Jayanthi et al., 2021;
Agarwal et al., 2021). As a result, we have a lim-
ited digital presence of training data. Hence, a very
limited amount of work focuses on hate speech de-
tection in Indian languages. This motivated us to
work on hate speech detection for Indian languages.

To address data scarcity for hate speech detection
in Indian languages, various works sourced datasets
from social media platforms (Ramesh et al., 2022;
Gupta et al., 2022). Also, competitions such as
HASOC 1 and IndoML 2 have been launched to
promote research in Indian languages by providing
high-quality datasets. However, the scale and lin-
guistic coverage of these datasets is sparse (Gupta
et al., 2022). Therefore, most of the works in hate
speech are either based on monolingual datasets
or utilize only a few languages. Consequently, the
model trained in fewer languages might not yield
accurate results in other languages (Röttger et al.,

1https://hasocfire.github.io/hasoc/2023/index.html
2https://indoml.in/
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2022). To solve this, a few recent studies attempted
to widen the coverage of training data by com-
bining samples from multiple languages (Ranas-
inghe and Zampieri, 2021; Röttger et al., 2021;
Saha et al., 2021). However combining various
smaller datasets into one large-scale dataset may
introduce inconsistency due to differences in anno-
tation guidelines, data source platform, class imbal-
ance, etc (Risch et al., 2021). In such scenarios, the
performance of the centrally trained model may be
highly impacted and biased. Therefore, adapting a
single model to give a generalized performance in
diverse domains while maintaining its effectiveness
in each domain is challenging and complex.

Further, the success of a centralized computa-
tional framework relies on public datasets. But
sensitive topics demand caution even with publicly
available social media texts. The texts become pri-
vate if a user makes their account private, impacting
prior posts. Such privacy can be preserved if the
model training utilizing these sensitive data hap-
pens at the user devices without the need to send
the data to a common server. This is the motivation
to use Federated Learning, suitable for sensitive
data tasks emphasizing user privacy (Basu et al.,
2022; Lin et al., 2022; Nagy et al., 2023). Apart
from privacy risks, FL addresses user volume, info
loss, and label imbalance (Gala et al., 2023; Gandhi
et al., 2022). The objective of this paper is to de-
sign a generalized model using federated learning
capable of detecting hate speech in multiple Indian
languages. For this, we consider datasets from 13
Indian languages collected from various social me-
dia platforms. The publicly available different state-
of-the-art BERT models such as XLM-RoBERTa
(Conneau et al., 2020), multilingual-BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), MuRIL, Indic-BERT (Kakwani et al.,
2020) similar to (Saha et al., 2021), and XLNet
constitutes our centralized baselines for multilin-
gual hate speech detection task. In summary, we
make the following contributions:

• We aim to train and evaluate a classifier that
effectively recognizes hate speech in a multi-
lingual setting and gives generalized perfor-
mance over unseen datasets.

• We utilize a fair selection approach for clients
aiming for optimal performance across diverse
datasets striking a balance between the per-
sonalized and generalized performance of the
final model.

• We generate IID and non-IID dataset parti-
tions across clients. These non-IID partitions
replicate different types of distribution shifts
(such as changes in labels, features, quanti-
ties, etc.) among clients, mirroring scenarios
frequently encountered in real-world applica-
tions.

• We provide a comprehensive comparison be-
tween popular FL methods and state-of-the-
art centralized methods for multilingual hate
speech detection.

• We show that the model trained using fed-
erated learning gives better performance in
diverse data environments which could be fur-
ther scaled with acceptable performance varia-
tion along with preserving privacy of the user.

2 Related Work

Centralized Learning Previously, due to limited
datasets, more focus was on non-Indian languages.
Recently, more studies have attempted hate speech
in Indian languages like Hindi (Shukla et al., 2022),
Marathi (Patil et al., 2022a), Bengali (Das et al.,
2022), etc. However, users often mix English with
their native language (Code-Mixed data) for com-
munication ease, complicating hate speech detec-
tion. Despite progress, research in bilingual, code-
mixed, or multilingual tasks is nascent.

For example, (Fortuna et al., 2021) proposed
standardization classes across publicly available
datasets and studied the generalization capabilities
of BERT, fastText, and SVM models. (Corazza
et al., 2020) uses datasets for 3 different languages
(English, Italian, and German) and trains differ-
ent models such as LSTMs, GRUs, Bidirectional
LSTMs, etc. The work claims to have a robust neu-
ral architecture for hate speech detection across dif-
ferent languages. Our work develops models that
are far more generalizable and trained on a much
larger dataset of languages. (Huang et al., 2020)
constructed a multilingual Twitter hate speech cor-
pus from 5 languages that they augmented with de-
mographic information to study the demographic
bias in hate speech classification. (Aluru et al.,
2020) use datasets from 8 different languages
and obtain their embeddings using LASER 3 and
MUSE 4. Though performance is decent across lan-
guages, fine-tuned models work best only for the

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/LASER
4https://github.com/facebookresearch/MUSE
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8 languages. The Study focuses on low-resource
performance, ignoring external impact. To address
poor generalization of models due to biases in hate
speech datasets, a suite of functional tests (HAT-
ECHECK) is introduced. HATECHECK offers
insights into hate speech detection models but only
tests English and modalities in text (Röttger et al.,
2021). The extension of the English HATECHECK
functional test suite is Multilingual HATECHECK
(MHC), identifying model weaknesses for mono-
lingual and cross-lingual applications, providing
insights for the development of better multilingual
hate speech detection models (Röttger et al., 2022).

Federated Learning Prior work on hate speech
detection has primarily focused on privacy-agnostic
machine learning paradigms, using centralized
models for classification. In this work, we use
a privacy-centric paradigm of machine learning,
i.e., Federated Learning (FL). FL is a decentral-
ized training strategy of machine learning models,
a strategy reminiscent of parameter servers across
a group of clients (McMahan et al., 2017). Clients
train the model locally keeping data private from
the server and peers. The parallel nature of training
reduces the overall training time and enables train-
ing of models on a large corpus. This prevents the
system from computational bottlenecks and min-
imizes the effect of heterogeneity in data on the
global model performance (Zhu et al., 2021).
Recently several studies applied FL in many NLP
tasks (Liu et al., 2021; Singh et al., 2022; Lin
et al., 2022). The authors of (Basu et al., 2022)
discussed training of NLP models and acknowl-
edged the potential of methods like differential pri-
vacy, federated learning, and homomorphic encryp-
tion to handle sensitive data, e.g., medical records.
However, the paper does not provide insights into
the scalability or efficiency of the proposed frame-
work for training NLP models on privacy-protected
data. It is experimentally proved that FL ensures
faster convergence when the number of clients is
increased (Nagy et al., 2023). But the study lacks
a discussion on framework limits in handling big-
ger datasets. In a similar study, the FL method is
utilized as a privacy-preserving training paradigm
for hate speech detection on eight datasets, sur-
passing centralized models aiming to address the
lack of privacy in current approaches (Gala et al.,
2023). Another study applied FL for multilingual
emoji prediction in clean and attack situations, em-
phasizing its privacy and distributed advantages.

However, it overlooks discussing how data distribu-
tions and biases could affect FL model performance
(Gamal et al., 2023). Similar work is done in emoji
detection for Hindi texts collected from Twitter
considering FedProx (Li et al., 2020) and a modi-
fied version of CausalFedGSD (Francis et al., 2021)
using federated approach (Gandhi et al., 2022).

How is Our Approach Different?
We explore cross-lingual meta-training in the

domain of hate speech for both iid and non-iid
configurations. Our proposed method of fair selec-
tion using federated learning, MultiFED, is a novel
idea that can be further adapted for languages with
no availability or limited availability of labeled
data. We focus on resource maximization and do-
main generalization while transferring task-specific
knowledge to low-resource languages. We carry
out a large-scale study in multilingual hate speech
detection across diverse domains on available hate
speech datasets.

3 Methodology

3.1 Dataset Selection

This section provides a detailed description of the
dataset used for experimentation. We created our
multilingual dataset (i.e. multicomb) by combining
datasets from 12 Indian languages and English,
collected from various sources. Table 1 provides a
detailed description of all the datasets.

Table 1: Detailed Description of Multicomb Dataset

Dataset Language IID Non-IID
Hate Non Hate Total Hate Non Hate Total

(Gupta et al., 2022) Hindi 16152 16456 32608 8660 16456 25116
(Gupta et al., 2022) Tamil 14429 13921 28350 7952 15571 23523
(Gupta et al., 2022) Telugu 14397 14761 29158 7365 14761 22126
(Gupta et al., 2022) Kannada 16045 15910 31955 8514 16890 25404
(Gupta et al., 2022) Malayalam 12077 11629 23706 7622 13771 21393
(Romim et al., 2021) Bengali 11000 11000 22000 7016 20000 27016
(Patil et al., 2022b) Marathi 18750 18750 37500 9768 18750 28518
IndoML Bhojpuri 8814 10304 19118 6831 16354 23185
IndoML Gujarati 3948 5574 9522 3948 11994 15942
IndoML Haryanvi 2658 3320 5978 2658 6103 8761
IndoML Odia 6688 9518 16206 6688 20430 27118
IndoML Punjabi 13000 12926 25926 6493 13000 19493
TRAC-1 English 7588 8331 15919 4792 8415 13207

Our multicomb dataset consists of 300K (ap-
prox.) texts consisting of two classes namely hate
and non-hate. A brief description of the source of
utilized datasets:

• The first set of datasets is taken from baseline
paper (Gupta et al., 2022). In their work, they
provided datasets in Hindi, Tamil, Telugu,
Kannada, and Malayalam languages. The
samples have been scraped from sharechat 5.

5https://sharechat.com/
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• The second set of datasets has been taken from
a competition, i.e., "Indian Symposium on
Machine Learning (IndoML) 6". In this, they
provided datasets in various Indian languages
for multiple tasks. We consider datasets in
Bhojpuri, Gujarati, Haryanvi, Odia, and
Punjabi languages.

• The dataset in Bengali has been taken from
(Romim et al., 2021). The samples are com-
ments collected from YouTube and Facebook
comment sections.The Marathi dataset has
been curated from Twitter and annotated man-
ually (Patil et al., 2022b). And the English
dataset has been taken from TRAC-1 7.

Note: For more details, readers are requested
to follow the respective citations.

Figure 1: Federated Learning: An initial model shared
by the server is fine-tuned locally on each client device
and updated model is shared back to server for knowl-
edge aggregation

3.2 Dataset-Client Partitioning
Three different training setups were carried out in
this paper: traditional centralized training with no
FL, FL with IID data, and FL with non-IID data.

In the centralized setup, we follow the dataset
splits mentioned in (Gupta et al., 2022), i.e., bal-
anced and unbalanced. In the balanced scenario,
the number of training samples in both classes are
equally distributed. However, in an unbalanced
scenario, the number of samples are distributed in
a 1:3 and 1:5 ratio (i.e., hate and non-hate). We
randomly split multicomb in 80:10:10 ratio to form
the training, validation, and test set and use this as
the default split for all our experimental setups.

6https://indoml.in/
7https://sites.google.com/view/trac1/home,

https://github.com/kmi-linguistics/trac-1/tree/master/english

To create clients for FL experiments, we utilized
the centralized split dataset as mentioned above.
The balanced dataset is used to create FL clients
with iid data (i.e., similar distribution of samples
in both classes). Similarly, the unbalanced dataset
is used to create FL clients with non-IID data (i.e.,
the distribution of samples in both classes follows
a 1:3 and 1:5 ratio, hate and non-hate). It is worth
mentioning that in both FL IID and non-IID, we
carry out experiments while assuming that each
client has samples from one language to follow real-
world scenarios. Also, the validation and test splits
are the same in both centralized and FL settings to
make a fair comparison of results.

3.3 Models and Baselines

We evaluated our multicomb dataset by performing
a series of experiments using 5 pre-trained trans-
former models in both centralized and federated
settings.

A. Models Specifically, we employed state-of-
the-art BERT models for this purpose: (1) XLM-
RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) is a multilingual
variant of RoBERTa. (2) Multilingual-BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) was pre-trained on the top 104
languages with the largest Wikipedia, utilizing a
masked language modeling (MLM) objective; (3)
MuRIL (Khanuja et al., 2021) is a BERT model pre-
trained on 16 Indian languages and their transliter-
ated versions, using publicly available Wikipedia
corpora; (4) IndicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020) is
a multilingual ALBERT model that received ex-
clusive pre-training on 12 major Indian languages.
(5) XLNet is an extension of the Transformer-XL
model, trained using an auto-regressive approach
to learn bidirectional contexts.

B. Baselines The state-of-the-art techniques that
have been tested on our dataset are as follows.

1) Pre-Trained: All the state-of-the-art pre-
trained BERT models.

2) Centralized: All the state-of-the-art BERT
models in a centralized setting.

3) Finetuned (Gupta et al., 2022): In this, the
authors randomly sample 5M comments out of the
complete corpora and use these sampled comments
for continued pretraining of the XLM-R model
using masked language modeling (MLM) loss. We
use the same strategy to finetune all BERT models.

For all the BERT models we use the tokenizers
provided with each model. We measure their per-
formance using weighted Accuracy, and weighted
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F1 scores.

3.4 Fair Selection

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Fair Selection of Clients with Grouping

In FL setup, the clients are created by partition-
ing the multicomb dataset (3.2), which contains
texts from various languages. To build a general-
ized model that performs optimally well on each
language dataset is very complex. The generaliza-
tion capability of any hate speech classifier is also
affected when the training data is biased or con-
tains samples where the definition of hate speech
varies. To address this, we perform a grouping
of clients based on their lexical similarity. Before
the training phase, all the connected clients share
a few local samples with the server. The server
calculates the correlation among the clients using
cosine similarity. Based on the similarity score, the
group of clients is created (see Figure 2(a)). How-
ever, it may happen that the number of clients in
few groups is too small or too high. Also, creating
similar client groups may end up creating a large
number of groups. To address this, we fixed the
minimum number of clients in a group should not
be less than 35 and more than 50.

After the groups are created, in each communi-

cation round, the server selects a group, and among
the group, a set of clients are randomly selected
to perform local training (see Figure 2(b)). These
formed groups of similar clients can be considered
as a set of independent and identically distributed
(iid) clients. Hence, local training among simi-
lar clients minimizes the model weight divergence,
which makes the model learn faster and doesn’t
hurt the accuracy much (Cao et al., 2022).

Additionally, we emphasize the selection of
clients to be fair, diverse and increase the participa-
tion count of each participating client in the learn-
ing process. Adoption of the above approach for
selection increases the coverage to diverse clients
containing datasets from various languages. In our
fair selection approach, all the groups are selected
in sequence giving equal weightage to each data
distribution, increasing coverage to all. We argue
that without fair selection, the performance of the
model may be biased towards the dataset of highly
selected clients, and the idea of a generalized model
will not be met.

3.5 Federated Training

Our proposed experimental investigation uses FL
as a decentralized privacy-preserving approach in-
stead of a centralized approach. This follows
from the work (Nobata et al., 2016), which demon-
strated that partitioning data into smaller segments
can improve the classification performance over-
all. Following this we partitioned the entire dataset
into several smaller segments as clients (described
in section 3.2). In our work, we conceptualize
client devices as users who witness and report
hate speech. Before the experiments, we perform
hyper-parameter tuning for the client learning rate,
server-side learning rate, and proximal term (see
Appendix B.1).

To initiate the process, a fraction 10%, 20%,
or 30% of clients are selected randomly from
200 client devices in between two communication
rounds. Then the locally computed model param-
eters by each client are aggregated by the server
to compute new updated parameters. The FedAvg
suffers from weight divergence and statistical het-
erogeneity. Therefore, to address this we use Fed-
Prox and FedOpt algorithms for the aggregation of
parameters on the server side. FedProx adds a regu-
larisation constant as the proximal term and FedOpt
introduces a separate optimizer for the server-side
model to account for data heterogeneity in an effort
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to provide more reliable models.

3.5.1 Why Proposed FL Setup Outperforms?
In each iteration, a random set of clients are se-
lected among the selected group and perform local
training. In the next iteration, a different group
is selected, and the local training continues on an-
other set of random clients (see Figure 2(b)). The
training of the hate speech detection model on a set
of similar clients resembles the domain adaptation
phenomenon because hate speech from common
datasets can be considered as separate domains.
Now, aggregation of updated parameters received
from the clients after each iteration build a new
global model to be given to a set of clients from dif-
ferent domain. This is similar to transfer learning
that involves leveraging knowledge gained while
solving one problem and applying it to a differ-
ent but related problem. Similar analogy is used
for pre-trained models where transfer learning can
significantly improve model performance, espe-
cially when the pre-trained model has been trained
on a large and diverse dataset. In a similar man-
ner, we are initializing the model with parameters
learned while trained on one domain and finetuning
it on another domain in each iteration. This helps
the model to build generalizability over diverse
datasets and improves overall performance.

3.6 Implementation Details
We implement our proposed model on the Python-
based Pytorch, deep learning library. As the evalu-
ation metric, we employ Weighted Accuracy and
Weighted F1-score (F1) for hate speech detection.
We use Adam as an optimizer, softmax as a classi-
fier for hate speech classifier, and the categorical
cross-entropy as a loss function, We used learning
rate 2e-5 and batch size 16, epochs 1, 5, 10, and
carried out experiments for 100 rounds.

Table 2: Values of Hyperparameters in Various Algo-
rithms (lr: Learning Rate, BS: Batch Size)

Algorithm FedAvg and FedProx FedOpt
Model Client_lr BS µ Client_lr BS Server_lr
XLMR 2e-5 16 0.01 2e-5 16 0.01
mBERT 2e-5 16 0.01 2e-5 16 0.01
MuRIL 2e-5 16 0.01 2e-5 16 0.001
IndicBERT 2e-4 32 0.01 2e-4 32 0.001
XLNet 2e-6 32 0.001 2e-6 32 0.001

4 Results and Discussion

We assess the performance of our proposed Mul-
tiFED approach on five pre-trained BERT-based

models under iid and non-iid data distribution set-
tings. Firstly, we compare the generalized perfor-
mance over the low-resource indic languages (see
Table 3). Secondly, the trained models are also as-
sessed on test data from each language individually
giving the personalized performance (see Table 4).
Please note that we reported the best results ob-
tained in various experiments carried out for Multi-
FED.

Considering the performance for iid and non-iid
settings from Table 3, we observe that the reported
accuracy and f1-score vary by a small margin. This
is due to the fact that the iid partitioning strategy
divides an equal number of samples in each class
while the non-iid partition carries unequal num-
ber of samples in each class. However, the total
sample statistics in each client are similar in either
setting. This is also evident from Table 1; the uti-
lized datasets have a sufficient number of samples
in each class. This is the reason for the robust per-
formance of Centralized and Finetuned baselines
in non-iid settings.

After the preliminary exploration, it is clearly
visible that our proposed MultiFED framework
outperformed the baseline by a margin of 7.78%
& 11.58% in terms of accuracy and by 9.59% &
11.91% in terms of f1-score under iid and non-iid
settings, respectively. We see that XLM-Roberta
achieves the best performance in all experimen-
tal settings while XLNet gives suboptimal perfor-
mance. It is interesting to observe the performance
of baseline models that are pre-trained on various
indic languages (such as Muril (Khanuja et al.,
2021) and Indicbert (Kakwani et al., 2020)). Al-
though these models are pre-trained on similar in-
dic languages, XLMR and mBert beat them in most
of the cases. This suggests the importance of con-
tinued training for domain adaptation. As evident
from Table 8, FedProx gives better performance
than FedAvg and FedOpt. Therefore, the results
reported are experimented with using FedProx as
the aggregation algorithm.

We also tested MultiFed on the centralized test
data from each language separately to quantify the
personalized performance of the proposed model
(see Table 4). We observe that our proposed Multi-
Fed model outperforms each baseline for most of
the tested languages highlighting the importance
of pretraining on domain-aligned partitioned data
fractions. The linguistic patterns of few languages
in our dataset are similar to each other. For exam-
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Table 3: Results Comparison of Proposed Federated Setting with Centralized Baselines Settings

Model
Pre-Trained Centralized Finetuned Federated

IID Non-IID IID Non-IID IID Non-IID IID Non-IID
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

XLMR 58.35 36.85 58.34 36.82 85.76 85.28 84.78 83.77 87.86 87.71 86.29 85.81 88.43 88.15 87.37 86.85
mBERT 58.31 36.86 41.47 31.48 84.67 84.11 84.50 83.39 86.75 86.59 86.17 85.53 87.79 87.47 86.88 86.14
MuRIL 41.65 29.41 41.65 29.40 85.25 84.50 83.82 82.78 87.03 86.87 86.44 85.79 87.74 87.42 87.12 86.46
IndicBERT 57.95 45.51 41.67 29.48 77.15 74.93 72.07 70.63 83.30 83.09 82.75 82.90 84.93 84.52 83.65 82.54
XLNet 58.18 37.05 41.78 30.96 65.59 65.43 66.76 60.24 67.67 67.58 66.52 63.65 69.75 68.62 68.75 64.48

Table 4: Results Comparison on Each Language Test Dataset

Language
Pre-Trained Centralized Finetuned Federated

IID Non-IID IID Non-IID IID Non-IID IID Non-IID
Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1

English 58.62 36.95 58.53 38.78 57.96 57.01 51.70 48.56 74.17 73.85 66.23 66.14 67.44 67.29 66.10 66.00
Haryanvi 69.17 53.18 67.92 40.44 88.69 87.11 87.67 85.16 87.21 85.18 89.78 89.42 90.41 89.21 91.86 90.73
Hindi 52.05 34.23 51.21 37.38 83.70 83.65 78.18 77.69 83.70 83.69 85.07 85.04 86.26 86.25 85.41 85.33
Tamil 53.66 35.58 53.00 34.64 87.30 87.27 86.43 86.25 87.86 87.83 87.43 87.24 88.60 88.58 88.26 87.33
Telugu 52.13 34.26 52.12 35.06 90.20 90.19 89.53 89.52 90.66 90.65 87.20 86.69 90.67 90.65 88.27 88.26
Kannada 50.06 33.36 50.18 33.73 85.34 85.33 83.15 83.03 87.91 87.90 86.36 86.30 88.03 88.02 86.97 86.14
Malayalam 54.31 35.27 54.25 35.17 85.76 85.56 81.73 80.75 88.23 88.11 87.65 87.40 87.93 87.79 85.56 85.17
Bengali 66.60 40.07 66.67 40.00 84.03 82.25 81.30 78.48 87.23 86.17 86.80 85.56 87.94 86.03 87.66 86.12
Marathi 50.00 33.52 50.61 38.28 86.05 86.01 86.74 86.70 90.10 90.10 88.96 88.93 90.96 90.94 87.62 87.61
Bhojpuri 64.99 47.02 64.54 39.22 92.25 91.51 91.05 90.18 87.20 85.92 91.47 90.92 94.75 94.31 94.19 93.64
Gujarati 75.15 42.90 75.14 42.90 87.70 84.01 88.14 83.41 86.57 83.18 88.65 86.43 90.46 87.65 90.27 86.78
Odia 75.84 43.28 75.84 43.13 90.22 86.61 91.48 87.74 91.99 89.44 92.65 90.26 92.25 89.69 93.43 90.76
Punjabi 53.42 46.67 51.53 34.01 89.07 89.06 87.27 87.26 89.34 89.33 87.50 87.49 90.46 90.43 88.23 88.23

ple, Hindi, Bhojpuri, Haryanvi, and Punjabi share
the same linguistic space. Hence, the model trained
may be better at handling data sparsity issues. It
can generalize well to other languages, even if the
other dataset of the same domain has limited sam-
ples. This is the reason for poor performance on
English dataset. Similarly, we can relate the rea-
son for higher performance on Bhojpuri, Haryanvi,
Gujarati, and Odia despite of having lesser number
of samples. In federated learning, the globally ag-
gregated model contains the collective intelligence
from each participating client. Therefore it is ex-
pected to give optimal performance on each client
which is reported in Table 3. However, the per-
formance of the federated model may not perform
equally good on each dataset belonging to different
domains (e.g., language) compared to the centrally
trained model (e.g., Malayalam and Marathi ). The
reason for this biased performance lies in the imbal-
ance of aggregated knowledge from each client due
to the linguistic diversity of our multicomb dataset.

To understand this better, it is worth discussing
the behavior of these utilized pre-trained models
in our FL setup with different linguistic variabil-
ity. All these models are pre-trained on large-scale
diverse corpus of multilingual texts, including vari-
ous Indian languages. Their capability to capture
semantic similarity and differences across the lan-
guages tend to give significant performance across

wide-range of languages without any extensive fine-
tuning. However, the performance is dependent on
the lexical similarity to the languages it was pre-
trained. In this work, we fine-tuned these models
using FL after creating groups of similar clients.
Thus, these models leverage knowledge gained
from one language to improve the performance
in other facilitating the transferable characteristics
across languages.

Table 5: Results Comparison of Proposed Federated
Setting with Different Participation Ratio

Federated Non IID (α = 0.33)
C= 10% C= 20% C= 30%

Model Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
XLMR 85.80 85.38 86.87 86.44 87.02 86.80
mBERT 82.74 81.86 85.67 84.88 86.88 86.14
MuRIL 84.17 83.73 86.98 86.37 87.07 86.36
IndicBERT 82.65 80.47 83.63 82.44 83.50 82.61
XLNet 66.36 63.22 68.41 64.54 68.63 64.83

Table 6: Results Comparison of Proposed Federated
Setting with Different Local Epoch

Federated Non IID (α = 0.33)
E = 1 E = 5 E = 10

Model Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
XLMR 85.80 85.38 86.66 86.12 86.99 86.56
mBERT 82.74 81.86 83.29 82.18 84.00 83.11
MuRIL 84.17 83.73 86.25 85.59 86.60 86.03
IndicBERT 82.65 80.47 81.94 80.61 83.19 82.25
XLNet 66.36 63.22 68.17 66.59 67.40 64.34
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4.1 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the sensitivity of Multi-
FED under various hyperparameter values.

Table 5 shows the performance under different
participation ratios C among {10%, 20%, 30%}
for various model architectures on local epoch E=1
and FedProx. It is concluded that the performance
increases on increasing C regardless of the model
architecture. When C rises from 10% to 30%, the
accuracy and f-score increases because the number
of training rounds are increased for each client.
However, few models report a drop in performance
when C increases from 20% to 30%. This drop
may be the result of overfitting occurring in some
of the clients. Similarly, in Table 6 (reported for
C = 10%), we can relate the performance rise with
the increasing number of local training epochs.

Table 7: Results Comparison of Proposed Federated
Setting with Different Data Heterogeneity

Federated α = 0.5 α = 0.33 α = 0.2
Model Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
XLMR 87.26 87.51 86.87 86.44 87.39 72.83
mBERT 87.24 86.92 85.67 84.88 87.66 72.88
MuRIL 86.92 86.20 86.98 86.37 88.01 74.59
IndicBERT 84.27 83.98 83.63 82.44 79.89 65.54
XLNet 68.20 68.00 68.41 64.54 62.76 58.72

Table 8: Results Comparison of Proposed Federated
Setting with Different Algorithm

Federated FedOpt FedAvg FedProx
Model Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
XLMR 85.33 84.72 86.35 85.86 86.87 86.44
mBERT 84.13 83.10 85.65 84.77 85.67 84.88
MuRIL 86.54 85.87 86.93 86.25 86.98 86.37
IndicBERT 83.45 82.55 83.32 82.28 83.63 82.44
XLNet 67.31 60.50 68.24 61.69 68.41 64.54

We also analyze MultiFED on different levels
of data heterogeneity (α) on each language dataset,
reported for C = 20% and E = 1. Here, α con-
trols the degree of heterogeneity from 0.5 (or iid)
to 0.33, and 0.2. Smaller α means a higher imbal-
ance in the number of samples in each class. As
shown in Table 7, the performance of all the mod-
els decreases as the imbalance in class is increased.
It is worth mentioning, the accuracy for XLMR,
mBert, and Muril when α = 0.33 is lower than
when α = 0.2. However, if we closely look into
the values of f-score, we conclude that the perfor-
mance of all the models is better in the case of
α = 0.33. Similarly, Table 8 compares the perfor-
mance of MultiFED in different aggregation scenar-

ios. The experiments show that FedProx performs
the best among the other algorithms as FedOpt is
Well-suited for scenarios where the imbalance is
not the primary concern (Ye et al., 2023). This is
because FedProx employs a "proximal term" in the
learning objective, penalizing deviations between
local and global model parameters to promote the
proximity of local models to the global one.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a federated approach to
hate speech detection, coined MultiFED, which
aims to localize users’ data and prevent it from be-
ing exposed while training models for hate speech
detection. It also tackles the challenge of diverse
linguistic data by personalizing the performance of
clients. Through empirical experimentations, we
find that Federated Learning along with preserving
privacy achieves a higher performance level than
centralized baselines in various scenarios. In future
work, we intend to personalize the performance,
improve fairness in the selection of clients, and
reduce the resource consumption of each client.

Limitations

Federated Learning preserves the privacy of users
and improves communication efficiency in the
learning process. However, multiple iterations in-
volved during federated training may pose signifi-
cant challenges due to issues such as limited band-
width, high latency, and high communication over-
head. Also, the participating user devices may not
have sufficient resources to complete the training
process. How good the device may be, it may
struggle to reach convergence and may limit its
performance.

We train our models using Federated Learning in
both iid and non-iid settings, reported accuracy, and
f-score to quantify the bias introduced due to data
heterogeneity. However, due to limited resources
and the high clock time taken for its experimen-
tation, we limited the number of rounds to 100.
The performance may improve if more iterations
may have been added. Additionally, we carried
out experiments under the assumption that each
participating client has sufficient resources to train
and infer these heavy BERT models. Additionally,
if the data in each client is imbalanced in terms
of labels as well as in total dataset size, federated
learning may fail to give performance better than
its centralized counterpart.
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Ethics Statement

Although Federated Learning can be a good choice
to ensure anonymity for a user and their data, it still
has many potential risks. In particular, a malignant
user may initiate model threat attacks, which might
compromise the integrity of the FL system and
result in erroneous predictions. Furthermore, mis-
classification of the FL system is caused by attacks
on model availability, which is more widespread
and harmful than integrity breaches. One of the
main privacy concerns for getting sensitive infor-
mation unlawfully is the revelation of privacy data,
which is caused by data leakage attacks that breach
the confidentiality of training data. Additional ben-
efits of federated learning include edge intelligence
and personalization, which may enhance user ex-
perience and mitigate hate speech. However, in
practical situations, it requires serious considera-
tion to ensure that online conversations are healthy
and that users may enjoy complete anonymity with-
out worrying about data breaches.
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